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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.96.

Highlight of Version 6.2.96

Folio Splitting Requests

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. SAM and Workflow have been updated to optionally allow email addresses to be made unique. In SAM, this is controlled by the parameters

EmailAddressProfileUnique and EmailAddressUserUnique. In Workflow this is controlled by parameter UserEmailAddressUnique.

The menu Duplicate Emails (SAM | Admin | People | Duplicate Emails and Workflow | Configuration | Duplicate Emails) have been created to show
where an email address is in use more than once.

2. When creating a new Folio booking, and only the Site Visit option is enabled, the Site Visit popup with automatically be displayed. This popup will
also be shown then rescheduling a single swing.

3. As the approver show a list of fixed comments that can be added to the document, this is enabled by the parameter EnableApproverComment.
The list of comments is configured under the menu Configuration | Generic Lookup | ApproverComment. Please note, the comment is only
saved when pressing the Add Comment button.

4. The Mobile Phone Number has been updated when displayed in the Profile Summary. This shows as a link which will open a phone app installed
on the computer.

When shown in SAM, if SMS is configured, an SMS icon will be displayed. When clicked, the SMS page is loaded with the profile selected.

Improvements
1. The Send SMS page in SAM has been enhanced to clearly identify when sending has completed, this allows you to clear or review the results prior

to sending further messages

2. The message on the Admin | People | Send SMS page in SAM has been updated to better describe the impact of long messages. Where a
message is broken into multiple segments for sending it will incur charges for each segment being sent.

3. Workflow New Account requests have been updated to allow for additional SAM fields to be specified, as mandatory input fields by the requestor.
This is configured via the SAM Profile Fields Category “Workflow New Account” Configuration. [#23162]

Folio Splitting Requests
The Workflow Folio has been updated to allow requests with multiple journeys to be separated into multiple requests by
the Final Approver. Where requests have been split, the original and new requests contain a comment referencing where
items have been moved from/to.

This functionality allows requests to be separated if only part of the requests can be fulfilled instead of having to wait for
the entire request.
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4. The Bulk Profile Update has been updated to include additional auditing. A record will be added to the Admin | Audit page in SAM with the
details of who ran the update and how many profiles they updated. Individual profile auditing continues to be available via Workforce Report
SRF241 Profile Change Audit.

5. The Folio Site Visit popup has been updated to include the Drive shortcut icons. This is in-line with the SAM and Site Travel pages.

6. Workforce Reporting Users has been updated to only show active users by default. Inactive users can be included via the selection of “Include
inactive users”.

7. Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail has been updated to improve performance and minimise the risk of time out errors. [#23832]

8. Workflow Groups have been updated so specific groups can be expanded when used as part of Approvals. All groups can still be expanded by
using the approval configuration if required. [#21230] [#21650]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where the Accommodation by Room Type graph on the SAM Dashboard was showing the Resource Type data when in maximised

mode.

2. Fixed an issue where updating a transport which was part of a multi-sector could incorrectly add schedules where they had previously been
removed on a transport which was not being updated. [#24425]

3. Fixed an issue where the Workflow Dashboard tiles could become out of sync with the document status as shown on the Task Panel.

4. Fixed an issue where profile names with curly brackets would cause an error. [#24336]

5. Fixed an issue where editing a User Role in SAM would cause an error. [#24307]

6. Fixed an issue where Workflow New Account requests showed as the “Bookings Robot” for the requestor. This has been updated to show the
requestor as “New Account”.

7. Fixed an issue with the Room Optimiser where Future Room Owners could be incorrectly moved out of their room. This has been updated to
correctly handle Future Room Owners and to leave them in their room. [#24148]

8. Fixed an issue where the Transport Types Weekdays page incorrectly included the location of Drive.

9. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to update bookings if the ETA of one transport, and the ETD of the next transport were at the same date
and time. [#23927]
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